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JoePete Wilson, Chairperson 
Charles Harrington, Vice-Chairperson 
 
Chairman Wilson called this Human Services Meeting to order at 10:43 am with the following 
Supervisors in attendance: Clayton Barber, Stephanie DeZalia, Derek Doty, Shaun Gillilland, 
Charlie Harrington, Kenneth Hughes, Steve McNally, Noel Merrihew, Jim Monty, Tom 
Scozzafava, Matt Stanley, Ike Tyler Joe Pete Wilson, Davina Winemiller, Margaret Wood and 
Mark Wright.  Robin DeLoria and Roy Holzer were excused. 

 
Department Heads present:  Linda Beers, Jim Dougan, Dan Palmer, Judy Garrison, Krissy 
Leerkes and Michael Mascarenas. 
 
Also present:  Dava Clement – Director MH Clinical Services 
 
News Media:  Alana Penny – SUN. 
 
 
WILSON:  Alright, good morning.  I’ll call the Human Services committee to order.  First up is Mike 
Mascarenas from the Department of Social Services. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Good morning.  I’m just going to give you a little report on the trainings that have 
taken place over the last month. I know, as of today many of your summer recreation programs 
are up and running if you do them.  I know they haven’t existed over the last couple of years and 
it became a big blip for some of the communities that haven’t done that in a couple years but we 
have a lot of kids doing a lot of things now this summer because of you guys and I wanted to 
thank you for that. 
Last month we trained 40 individuals in your communities in CPR, 7 in wilderness first aid, 10 life 
guards and we had 56 people take part in what we call municipal training.  For those of you that 
are new or need a refresher municipal training is something the Youth Bureau has done for a lot 
of years.  Public Health shows up and they do a nice thing for us on rabies, tick borne illness 
those type of things that young people may encounter at day camps but our agenda was 
employee expectations, ages and stages, recognition of a drowning victim, general day camp 
safety which includes anaphylaxis and those types of things.  We did a presentation on child 
protective services and then Public Health did rabies, Lyme, etc. and Cornell showed up and Soil 
and Water showed up did a presentation on some of the activities they can offer specifically to 
our programs this summer at no cost which is kind of nice.  They spend a morning with us, they 
don’t leave being experts in any of these types of things but you’ve got to understand that for 
many of these young people, it’s their first job, it’s their introduction to employment and for many 
of them it maybe one of the most important jobs they ever have and I don’t know if they realize 
that going in, it will be.  I hope they realize when they leave just how critical their jobs are and how 
they are tasked with making sure they are keeping children that they are in charge of safe. 
 
DOTY:  Mike I think now would be best for my question before you move on.  Can you explain to 
me the reasoning why the Department of Health and certifying like CPR and many of the 
certifications they require Red Cross training verses certification with identical programs that are 
run by our ambulance or whoever?  I’m at a loss for understanding these eleventh hour problems 
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that we go through in certifying our summer youth programs and is there a way to make it more 
sustainable? 
 
MASCARENAS:  Your colleagues join you in their frustration I can tell you that.  I’ve had several 
calls from you all last week so Department of Health at the State level put out guidelines of what 
is acceptable in terms of the trainings to open these day camps.  Some of it depends on what 
you’re doing there in terms of activity and others are just general guidelines that you must follow.  
All of those guidelines have different requirements and they go through approvals of all the 
different people who require CPR.  I never knew that how many different agencies actually have 
CPR and what the differences were.  Some of the struggle we run into is the lateness in which we 
do our trainings.  The issue with that is that people that you train are young people, they go to 
school, they have regents’ week, we literally had a window between regents’ week and day camp 
opening up a week to do those trainings and make sure that you are able to run so for Department 
of Health they are a little frustrated with me as to when I hold my trainings.  They always have 
been that’s an ongoing thing but for lack of hiring people earlier and finding opportunities to train 
these people ahead of time it becomes problematic. They are really, short of changing regulation 
at the State level and what they require for your people there really is not much this local board 
can do in terms of what those requirements are.  I agree with you wholeheartedly that they are 
very stringent. 
 
DOTY:  There is no official appeal we can make to the State to recognize identical programs? 
 
MASCARENAS:  No, there is not.  Kristen is pretty good.  She is going to work with you to try and 
make sure your camp runs that’s what she does. She’s very good at that but no, there is no appeal 
process.  Like, the wilderness first aid we ran, we ran that simply because we didn’t have anybody 
to run our TE, shortage of instructors is a problem in our region that’s why we do it to begin with 
in Essex County.  Most counties don’t do any of the trainings that we do but traditionally we had 
them responding to emergencies which also meets their goal in the same criteria as wilderness 
first aid, it’s a much shorter course, it’s a much easier course it’s kind of weird so how the two add 
up together I don’t know.  I just know that I look at their list and I’ve got to find somebody for one 
of these trainings so you all can open. 
 
DOTY:   We appreciate the efforts on both sides it’s just, it’s frustrating as hell. 
 
MASCARENAS:  It is and like I said, I know your colleagues around the room I see some of them 
shaking their head but some of them have that same frustration for sure. 
 
WINEMILLER:  Mike, I’m just wondering would it make sense to try to work with the schools to 
set something up earlier so even though, might not know how many kids we are hiring but to offer 
it through schools you know, during the spring maybe so if the kids wanted to be a lifeguard or s 
a summer counselor, if you take this class you’re one step ahead. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Yeah, we could absolutely and I think through our Emergency Services 
Department they helped us out this year with the trainings, I think having EMT’s there at some of 
the training abilities that we hadn’t had in the past our Emergency Services building helped us get 
some of this stuff accomplished then we could probably offer these things more often and if 
somebody took them we could encourage them to take them and let them know that they would 
probably be looked upon favorably in terms of employment if they came in certified that probably 
would be helpful.   Whether the schools will let us do it on school time, probably not but in terms 
of – because some of them are 16/20 hour courses. 
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WINEMILLER:  Sure. I was just thinking because in the spring the kids are all there right so if we 
could try and work with the schools and get as many kids certified as possible it would be helpful 
to everyone. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Sure it would.  That’s all I have this month unless anybody else has any other 
questions? 
 
WILSON:  Anything else for Mike?  Alright, thank you very much and thanks for your help it did 
make a difference in Keene that the last minute effort, especially that final training; the Department 
of Health actually called the instructor to get a list of people that were there, counselors taking the 
course so that they could certify our permits to operate over the weekend.  Thanks. 
 
TYLER:  Do you know if there is any, the lifeguard situation is terrible and I don’t know if you were 
looking for people in need? 
 
MASCARENAS:  If I know which one of your communities that are in need I could send it to the 
people that we have trained.  I have a list of those or I could send you the list directly of the ten 
individuals that just took it.  Yes, as you know the State just doubled down and increased wages 
pretty substantially and I’m thinking a lot of lifeguards we trained are probably going to go with 
the State and not with their local municipalities. 
 
TYLER:  Thank you. 
 
MONTY: Certification is one-year right Mike? 
 
MASCARENAS:  The certification is for three, there is a renewal a CPR portion that has to be 
renewed annually. 
 
MONTY: I was just thinking that maybe doing something at the job fair, having someone offering 
but that would just be October they would be fine until the following October but they would have 
the certification done. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Well, even letting them k now the availability to get trained through Essex 
County at the job fair would be great because they would be certified in the spring of that year Mr. 
Monty which would take them to the following year so yeah, letting them know that availability and 
how many jobs are available in our community’s would be really helpful. 
 
WILSON:  Alright, anyone else? Thank you Mike. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Thank you sir.  You guys have a nice day. 
 
WILSON:  And we have Mental Health, Dava Clement. 
 
CLEMENT:  Good morning everyone.  I’m Dava Clement and I’m subbing for Terri Morse as she 
is on a well-deserved vacation. 
So I won’t go over everything about the services delivered up to date this year but I will say we 
are on par with the previous two-year pandemic.  We have seen a slight lessening in our crisis 
services which I think is a good sign but we are serving a lot of people still and it would reflect that 
our staff is a feeling, things are little bit more sustainable than they have been during the course 
of the last couple of years.  If anybody has any specific questions on any of the data points I can 
certainly answer them. 
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We have currently a number of positions available in hiring but most of them are newer positions 
that have been added so in comparison to previous years we’re pretty much at full staffing but we 
wanted to increase our staff and try to meet the needs and those positions we are having trouble 
filling so we have a peer support specialist that’s open, a spot and this is the exception for a 
mental health case manager that position, it was a previous position but it’s now empty and we 
really do need someone to fill that.  We have two psychiatric social worker positions which are full 
time open and a part time registered nurse.   
Terri asks, to make sure you know that the mental health outpatient clinic is being renamed to 
Mental Health Outpatient clinic and Rehabilitation Services.  They are supposed to be doing an 
update in our regulations in August and most of them look like they’ll be new services that we can 
offer but not a lot that’s mandated to change and it’s focused on improving our focus delivery in 
the community, lessening some regulatory things especially on documentation and also opening 
up that we can hire more pair professional level people like peers or people that we train ourselves 
to do crisis work to support the clinical work as long as they are affiliated with the clinical team so 
that’s pretty exciting.   
 
HUGHES:  Dava a quick question, that change, was that a local decision or was that based on 
something from New York State? 
 
CLEMENT:  That is a State level decision and it’s really involved in the effort to really meld 
substance abuse and mental health services and make OMH working together and really seeing 
treatment of the whole person whether you have an addiction or mental health issue and lessen 
the stigma all over and reach people in the community. 
 
HUGHES:  Thank you. 
 
CLEMENT:  Terri asks that we recognize and congratulate the Mental Health Association. They 
received permission to be the 988 provider for our region so that will be Essex, Franklin, Clinton 
and Hamilton as a 988 call center.  So 988 is set to commence throughout the State on July 16 
but the North Country calls are still going to be handled by Tompkins or Onondaga County until 
the North Country is up and running.  The amount of the award was for $1.5 million dollars.  There 
are some plans being considered by the State for how the funding for 988 will be sustainable over 
time.  So 988 is going to be a 24-hour call center where people who are in any mental health crisis 
can call and hopefully get a regional solution and so, mostly a support line and referral line and 
then they would be making referrals to local agencies in all of those counties so probably most of 
our agencies will be getting referrals from them but a lot for mental health.   
On August 15, is the 2022 Essex County System of Care summit. We have a lot of marketing 
initiatives going. We have trainings, trauma informed care, diversity/equity/inclusion, QPR which 
is Question, persuade, refer basically a suicide prevention platform and we have MindUp. 
Terri is asking that we please check out our webpage at www.co.essex.ny.us/BRIEF  We are 
working to collaborate across systems to create a streamlined referral process.  The goal of 
BRIEF is to create a community of resilient community residents, not just children but all families 
and families of one.  We are hosting resiliency courses throughout he county for the next three 
years and that directly relates to the resolutions that we have for this month.  There are seven 
resolutions I don’t exactly know how this works but the first six are all related to the System of 
Care Grant so there’s a lot of money being spent but we want to just make sure you realize that 
the System of Care Grant is in its second year; anytime we’ve submitted the spending to the 
System of Care Grant they have always paid it so far our Administrator, Sean Ganter hasn’t had 
any issues with getting any of these initiatives so of the first six that I’m going to read are related 
to funding with that.  The first one – should I start? 
 

http://www.co.essex.ny.us/BRIEF
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WILSON:  Yes, please read it then we’ll put it up to a vote. 
 
CLEMENT: The first one is to increase contract no. MH-22-0038 with CCSI (Coordinated Care 
Services Inc.) by up to $13,900.00 (broken down as below) so utilizing the SAMHSA System of 
care grant funding through BRIEF, expand contract to include system-wide diversity, equity and 
inclusion assessment and training at $7,400.00, further trauma-informed care training at 
$1,500.00 and implement school mental health trauma-informed trainings at $5,000.00. 
DEI: each provider will have staff complete an assessment, based on the results of the 
assessment, CCSI will prepare a cross-system training that will focus on improving the areas 
needing improvement. 
For DEI and trauma-informed care trainings, they are available to all organizations, and their staff 
and individuals involved in BRIEF – for Essex County’s departments that includes: health, 
probation, DSS, Mental Health, Sheriff’s, office for the Aging and Family Court. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN OR COUNTY MANAGER TO 
EXECUTE A CONTRACT AMENDMENT WITH COORDINATED CARE SERVICES, INC. IN AN 
AMOUNT UP TO $13,900.00, TO INCLUDE SYSTEM-WIDE DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND 
INCLUSION ASSESSMENT AND TRAINING, TRUMA-INFORMED CARE TRAINING AND 
IMPLEMENT SCHOOL MENTAL HEALTH TRAUMA-INFORMED TRAININGS IN THE 
MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT.  Stanley, Wright 
 
WILSON:  Any questions?  All in favor, aye, any opposed – motion carries.  Thank you.  You can 
proceed with the next one. 
 
CLEMENT:   So for the next two, we just want to point out that they have been revised the revised 
version have been revised to make the solutions more sustainable over time so we shifted some 
funding away from a service provider that was just going to offer us a one-year training course 
and instead decided to invest more of the money in books like this so that the staff at the schools 
can have access to the curriculum over time.  So utilizing funding provided by the SAMHSA 
System of Care (BRIEF) Grant contract with MindUP for up to $17,000.000, to implement MindUP 
social-emotional learning program into the following school districts: Moriah, Minerva, Willsboro, 
Lake Placid, Crown Point, Ticonderoga, Boquet Valley and other schools may have adopted 
already their own social-emotional program and are not requesting MindUP.  Also, MindUP has 
approved us combining smaller schools as one, so we are paying for only six trainings but there 
are eight schools receiving implementation. 
Cost to implement will utilize individuals who are trained trainers through the Prevention Team 
and each school designating a staff member to participate in a train-the-trainer MindUP facilitator 
program. (a total of 11 trained MindUP trainers) This will promote a sustainability plan.  Each 
Trained trainer is a $1500 expense. 
MindUP educates teachers and students on how the brain functions and how these functions 
affect education and development.  MindUP is a curriculum geared to K-8th grade students. 
Through MindUP, students will learn soft skills and emotional regulation that improves the ability 
to bond, advocate, achieve, leading to a life plentiful of protective factors that boost resiliency. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT TO IMPLEMENT 
MINDUP SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL LEARNING PROGRAM INTO THE FOLLOWING SCHOOL 
DISTRICTS: MORIAH, MINERVA, WILLSBORO, LAKE PLACID, CROWN POINT, 
TICONDEROGA AND BOQUET VALLEY IN THE AMOUNT OF $17,000.00, WITH FUNDS TO 
COME FROM THE SAMHSA (SYSTEM OF CARE GRANT).  Wright, Doty 
 
WILSON:  Any questions?  All in favor, aye, any opposed – motion carries.  Thank you.  Please 
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go ahead. 
 
CLEMENT:  Utilizing funding provide by SAMHSA System of Care (BRIEF)Grant, purchase 
materials supplemental to MindUP implementation:  grants K-8 curriculum books and MindUP 
chimes in the amount of $24,485.00 (Books = $16,485.00 (765 books @ $21.55/book) and chimes 
= $4,000.00 (500 chimes at $8/chime) These would be purchased through Amazon or another 
appropriate resource. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE PURCHASING AGENT TO PURCHASE BOOKS AND 
CHIMES IN THE MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT FOR THE MINDUP IMPLEMENTATION IN 
AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $24,485.00, WITH FUNDS TO COME FROM THE SAMHSA 
SYSTEM OF CARE GRANT.  Doty, Wright 
 
WILSON:  Any questions?   
 
HUGHES:  What are chimes? 
 
CLEMENT:  So, if you’ve ever seen, it’s a little musical noise maker and the children just listen 
until the end of the sound maybe twenty seconds so it’s just a moment of mindfulness to kind of 
bring attention back to what’s going on in the moment, in the classroom. 
 
DOTY:  At the end of this request, these will be purchased through Amazon or another appropriate 
resource so are RFQ’s going out or how does another interested party find out about being able 
to bid this?  Or what is the process? 
 
CLEMENT: I actually don’t know the answer to that, I would refer it to Terri Morse but I think there 
is a minimum for an RFP isn’t there? 
 
PALMER: Yeah, there is.  This would be, Leslie in my office would vet the pricing and they would 
check as many places as they can.  
 
DOTY:  Okay because there are many, many book resources that are – 
 
PALMER:  Yeah, there are.  She will run a minimum of three to make sure we’re getting the lowest 
prices. 
 
DOTY:  Thank you. 
 
WILSON:  Any other questions?  All in favor, aye, any opposed – motion carries thank you. 
 
CLEMENT:  Utilizing funding provided by SAMHSA System of Care grant purchase resiliency 
workbooks by Nan Henderson in the amount of up to $5,000.00 ($15/workbook plus shipping) 
The workbooks will be used to provide community-wide resiliency trainings and supply the 
resiliency group hosted by Essex County Mental Health on behalf of Mental Health Court. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE PURCHASING AGENT TO PURCHASE WORKBOOKS IN 
THE MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $5,000.00, WITH 
FUNDS TO COME FROM THE SAMHSA SYSTEM OF CARE GRANT.  Wright, Stanley 
 
WILSON:  Any other questions?  All in favor, aye, any opposed – motion carries thank you. 
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CLEMENT:  Utilizing funding provided by SAMHSA System of Care grant, contract with Tom Bull 
in the amount of $2,000.00 to provide community–based trainings on the subject of resiliency (5 
trainings at $400 per training) Trainings would be conducted in communities at libraries or town 
halls.  BRIEF staff would coordinate and promote the trainings.   
Tom bull is a consultant, professional speaker, business life coach who worked as s school 
counselor at Peru Central School, before becoming a consultant.  He has recently worked with 
the Prevention Team on their strategic planning initiatives and is known and respected throughout 
the Essex County school system. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN OR COUNTY MANAGER TO 
EXECUTE A CONTRACT WITH TOM BULL, CONSULTANT, PROFESSIONAL SPEAKER 
AND BUSINESS LIFE COACH IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $2,000.00, TO PROVIDE 
COMMUNITY-BASED TRAININGS FOR BRIEF IN THE MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT, 
WITH FUNDS TO COME FROM SAMHSA SYSTEM OF CARE GRANT.  Hughes, Doty 
 
WILSON:  Any other questions?  All in favor, aye, any opposed – motion carries thank you. Please 
go ahead. 
 
CLEMENT:  Okay and this is the final one no longer about the System of Care Grant.  So this is 
a resolution authorizing the appointment of Jennifer Allen, as a member of the Essex county 
Community Services Board’s Development Disability Subcommittee, for a term effective 7/1/2022 
– 12/31/2024. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENT OF JENNIFER ALLEN, AS A MEMBER 
OF THE ESSEX COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD’S DEVELOPMENT DISABILITY 
SUBCOMMITTEE FOR A TERM EFFECTIVE 7/1/2022 – 12/31/2024.  Wood, Hughes 
 
WILSON:  Any other questions?  All in favor, aye, any opposed – motion carries thank you and 
do you have one more? 
 
PALMER: I think you’ve got one more. 
 
CLEMENT: I missed one?  Oh, sorry so this one is utilizing funding provided by SAMSHA grant, 
contract with Great Range for up to $4,480.00 as a consultant to develop an outreach strategy 
and design an electronic newsletter integrated with other digital platforms.   
The goal of the newsletter format will be to establish ongoing communication with schools, 
providers and the general community to increase access to resources and referrals for services 
provided by the System of Care. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN OR COUNTY MANAGER TO 
EXECUTE A CONTRACT WITH GREAT RANGE IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $4,480.00, 
AS A CONSULTANT TO DEVELOP AN OUTREACH STRATEGY AND DESIGN AN 
ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER IN THE MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT WITH FUNDS TO 
COME FROM SAMHSA SYSTEM OF CARE GRANT.  Wright, Stanley 
 
WILSON:  Any other questions?  All in favor, aye, any opposed – motion carries thank you.  
Anything else for Mental Health?  Thank you Dava and I apologize for pronouncing your name 
wrong the first time. 
 
CLEMENT: It’s an easy name to mispronounce.  Thank you. 
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WILSON:  Public Health, Linda Beers 
 
BEERS:  Good morning.  These half sheets Terri asked me because she wasn’t going to be here 
today to also talk about the Save the Date for the BRIEF summit that’s coming up.  Dava really 
covered a lot of it so I don’t know that I need to go into it but she did give me some talking points 
so I think I should go over them.  One of the things that she really wanted to or we really wanted 
to enforce on you is that people have said, I’m not available during the morning so Stephanie 
actually brought that up so one of the thoughts is the event date is chosen specifically because it 
falls on a county day that you are here. The agenda is geared towards providers in the morning 
and to community leaderships in the afternoon.  We’d like you to register for lunch and then the 
lineup after lunch is lunch, then I guess new speaker then there is at 12:45 a family and a youth 
panel these are all local people.  I attended the System of Care summit in Albany and they had 
this family panel and it was mind blowing it really was amazing to hear what families have gone 
through and one of the families in Albany, huge System of Care summit, was from Essex county 
and they are going to present this and it’s really powerful to hear that at 1:30 the Executive 
Committee will be sharing information, at 2:30 the Health Department will be talking about the 
community health assessment and at 3:00 service providers will meet and greet.  Anyway, I just 
wanted you to know we still would really like your membership and it isn’t during the morning that 
we would have expectations you would attend but certainly during the afternoon.  So that’s the 
Save the Date for that if you would like to come on over and have lunch and get more community 
based on this BRIEF coalition and system of care we welcome you.   
So onto my report, I apologize that I didn’t get it out in advice.  It has been emailed to you and 
now you have a hard copy and Judy has one for the record.  I was very proud to represent my, 
all of us in Essex county and accept an award from Mountain Lake Services that I sure didn’t have 
any knowledge of and they gave us an award for our recognition and all the Covid relief we 
provided to Mountain Lake Services during that whole pandemic. 
Moving on there is a budget, there’s a huge movement right now at the state level there’s $3 
billion dollars coming to New York State for public health it says by all but 40% of it is supposed 
to get down to local health departments.  I sit on the board of NYSACHA has been and we drafted 
a letter Sunday as a matter of fact, yesterday to Commissioner Basset saying that this funding 
really needs to be individualized to local health departments, it needs to be flexible and it needs 
to be less restricted.  They put all these restrictions and a lot of these small counties can’t use it 
or other counties can so I’m just calling it to your attention that this money is potentially out there.  
If you hear advocacy at the State level, please advocate that it actually gets to where it is 
supposed to be and the intent of it and that it’s meant to go to local health departments to increase 
infrastructure. 
The next topic here is workforce development so we did a while back, you all approved us to 
receive a grant to proceed with something called the Fellowship Program.  It was the State’s 
attempt to increase funding at the Health department level, it is temporary, it is part-time we’re 
lucky and blessed to have people take on these roles because they end in a year it’s really hard 
to get employees to do that and we are blessed to have people on that who really were qualified 
that moved forward with that and we are hoping to make them sustainable with this futuristic 
money.  One of them was our own Molly Lawrence, she’s from Keene. She worked with us pre 
Covid and she accepted the extension of that grant.  We just hired Lindsey Java from Moriah and 
we’re thrilled about that, that’s that new position I talked about a while back the communication 
specialist.  She comes from the Ausable Club with unbelievable accolades of how well she 
disseminated information for that group and that’s a group of varying ages and ability to 
communicate technologically so she really did a great job with them and we’re looking forward to 
having her join us.  She also is a Sprague and her mother sat on our MRC and so it’s really nice 
to see a whole other level of folks coming to us.  We still have an open position, we still have 
vacant a community health nurse position. 
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Public health continues to experience staffing fluxes with full-time/permanent positions with 
current openings and again these grants that are not sustainable, short term are really hard but 
we want to see spent and we hire folks and people are still taking them because they value the 
health department and they are hoping it will lead to full time employment.  
Student engagement – you know that we continuingly and always have taken on students and if 
anybody thinks just taking on students is easy, it’s not.  It’s a lot of work on staff to do it, keep 
them trained and keep them engaged and write a report back to universities but this is the first 
time we have taken a Doctoral student.  He actually comes from Lake Placid and he is in his 
Doctorate at John Hopkins University, the school of Public Health and he’s going to work with us 
over a two-year period and his project is going to do with, is going to talk about the LGBTQ 
community and what it looks like there’s some studies in there from over two years so we’re 
thrilled to have him.   
The mobile unit you can see pictures, we’ll bring it up next month is my intention.  We’ll have it 
here and we’ll have an open house to it.  It just came back last week and it looks fantastic.  Thanks 
to ROOST for supporting us, gave us some financial money for that and it since it’s been out I’ve 
had seven phone calls this morning from other health departments asking how we got it and what 
was the sweet sauce that made it happen and we were approved for that so we got out early and 
really we emphasize the rural ness of our county and how having a mobile unit would be impactful 
here so that was great. 
Under core public health programming updates.  I will tell you we were probably one of the first 
counties in the region to offer that six month to five-year vaccine that was evident but we had 32 
children in our waiting room last Monday, 32 children and their families came on top of regular 
people getting booster shots.  It was one of the busiest clinics since Covid days that we had seen 
and kudos to our nursing staff that’s Tara Spaulding and Katie Beaton she’s a new nurse that 
came and they did an amazing job vaccinating all those little kiddos. 
Moving forward, there’s an immunization schedule and it shows here if anybody is wondering 
when people would get vaccinated, this is a really nice presentation of it there.  Also another 
responsibility of the immunization is to work with health care providers and our nurses met with 
UVM and Elizabethtown Health Center also I’d like to say kudos to Hudson Headwaters it is one 
of the only one in the region that I know that also stood up and had a clinic to vaccinate these 
children.  Across the State Pediatricians are not using this vaccine as much as we hope and 
counting on health departments again to roll up their sleeve and do the vaccine that really should 
be incorporated in childhood visits so they did do that and we’re happy for that.   
Mike covered what we did at summer camps, we support that and we move forward.   
Probably not surprising to you if you’ve been in this Champlain Corridor is our rabies issue now 
this is June, I’m not even talking July.  We had eight animal bites in June alone, three of which 
required rabies PEP.  Really, a large problem in our county there have been several more since 
July involving a fox which you’ve seen, it was a huge press release and on our Facebook.  Also, 
ticks, we have 25 cases of Anaplasmosis and 41 cases of Lyme.  That is unbelievable Essex 
County used to be in the 12 numbers we went to something called syntonic because the State 
has it set so much we couldn’t possibly trap individually so now we do in a group effort because 
of that we addressed this cause by a BLAST tick campaign and we’ve been bombarding Facebook 
and any other material campaigns that we have on ticks.  We also offer tick kits and stuff like that. 
Moving forward to the community health assessment – 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I’m aware of the rabies and the fox rabies and I saw photos, I think it was in 
Ticonderoga where the guy actually caught it his car window. 
 
BEERS:  It was a little kid, yes a child did that. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Who determines where the do the bait drops? 
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BEERS:  I’m glad you asked that. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I’m glad I asked it too. 
 
BEERS:  Well, we’ve been through this year after year I think I’ve sent some stuff to Shaun.  So 
the USDA does that so the USDA has kept this line and we’ve discussed this in the past but for 
those who don’t know, the bait drops are dropped really as an effort to keep rabies out of Canada 
because Canada has almost no rabies and they do not want it crossing the border into their 
country so the United States of America, not just here but all the way over to Buffalo across the 
whole top ridge to stop or try to eliminate rabid animals from crossing the border.  That being said, 
the data hasn’t always been used to say, where is the most rabies and that’s where these drops 
should go.  I will tell you that Jessica has called, not once but twice and have been on a 
conversation just in the last two weeks with the USDA, showing our numbers and I have involved 
people on the board to say, we are moving forward with this and pushing them to say we need 
you to drop and shift your bait drop more into Essex County and get us off that Clinton County 
line.  Clinton County does not have anywhere near the amount of rabies that we have and they 
get more than we do by a long shot. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Let me get this clear, USDA we’re paying to do bait drops to keep rabies out of 
Canada? 
 
BEERS: Yes, that is true.  The USDA has an agreement with the Canadian border across the 
entire New York State. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Shaun, maybe this is something you can talk to Elise about getting some bait 
drops in Essex County?   
 
BEERS: Well, it does touch the top of Essex County and goes into Moriah but nowhere else.  We 
did send out the maps to you all. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I know that you have done everything that you can do. 
 
BEERS: I know but we are all for of doing more.  I mean, I stood up at a meeting once before with 
it and they were like, really not happy with me. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I’ll get a hold of our Congresswoman. 
 
GILLILLAND: I’ll do it. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Thank you. 
 
GILLILLAND:  You said eight bites in June? 
 
BEERS:  Yeah I have the data for you on all the rabies those are just bites but I can give it to you 
by town, by zip code and all the animals and we do have that and we have a letter that we wrote 
to the USDA asking them. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Can you please send that stuff to me? 
 
BEERS:  Absolutely, done.  I’ll do it when I get back. 
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MONTY:  DEC is a big help, not. 
 
HUGHES:  That was sarcasm? 
 
MONTY: That was sarcasm. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Let’s talk about that issue, DEC in defense of their ENCON Officers which they 
are so short staffed that they are calling Moriah’s Animal Control officer to deal with a rabid fox, 
to deal with – you know, we don’t have the resources to do it. We just don’t. 
 
MONTY:  I was told to handle it. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Yeah, that’s what I’m saying.  I don’t know there is such a disconnect today 
between local Government and State and Federal Government and I’ve been around a long time 
it’s just unbelievable.  I mean, I don’t know what the hell our representatives are doing at that level 
obviously not enough.  They just need to get over the politics and start thinking about what the 
hell they are elected for. 
 
WILSON:  Anything back to Public Health?  Thank you. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: That has everything to do with public health.  Look what goes on the Department 
of Health, the DEC, the USDA everything. 
 
BEERS:  Yeah, and I won’t lie rabies is a huge time consumer.  We have a staff dedicated all day 
long to answer calls following up the taking of animals, pets all kinds of stuff.  The animal bites 
were mostly dog in this instance and they will probably be higher because during fire works and 
what not we put out bunches of releases trying to tell people shooting off fireworks next to your 
pets often causes this kind of reaction so we do expect more of this this summer. I’m all of support 
in working with Shaun and work with the USDA to see if we can get that drop, it’s not this schedule 
but it hasn’t happened so I would remain hopeful.  This is not the first time, year after year we 
have pressed the USDA to move that bait drop.  I mean it is in a new prescience I think our data 
suggests it even higher though to be clear. 
 
MONTY:  Quick question Linda.  With what I was instructed by DEC and I was to capture what 
could be a rabid animal, do I bring it to Public Health to have it tested? 
 
BEERS:  So the DEC officers have refrigeration devices all throughout the county that we drop 
them there so if you kill a rabid animal the only way we can test it is by brain matter so you cannot 
shoot it in the head.  Will we take a live animal at Public Health?  No, we will not. Thanks, no.  No.  
You can drop a dead animal off to us and we will package it and ship it.  We also have contracts 
with many Veterinarians so our Vets often do that.  They certainly do it for all the domestic animals 
and they have done it for sheep so they prepare. 
 
MONTY:  The reason I ask is because I’ve had several conversations which I probably have 
commented, with constituents that are going to take the matter into their own hands.  So, am I 
able to instruct them if they have gotten an animal that they perceive as rabid that they can bring 
to Public Health? 
 
BEERS:  Yeah.  Let’s say have them call us and we’ll give them instructions on how to do it. 
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MONTY:  Well, that’s what is going to happen. 
 
BEERS: Well, it happens all the time now.  People call us all the time.  We get bats delivered daily 
so this isn’t anything that we haven’t had so we’ve had several people bring animals or call us so 
a larger animal we’re not able to keep it in a freezer but we certainly, we have places so we have 
a system set up all throughout the county to deal with that.  So the answer is, don’t bring them to 
me but call me and I will absolutely tell you where you’re going to drop them and who’s going to 
prepare them and if it’s a larger animal like a fox I’ll probably instruct you to go to one of the Vets 
we contract with and the Veterinarian will prepare it.  Wadsworth Lab doesn’t take the whole 
animal, they only want the head, it has to be packed on ice and shipped.   
 
MONTY:  According to DEC I’m supposed to know all this. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I want to be there when you cut the head off of a fox and pack it on ice. 
 
BEERS:  That’s why we take them to the Veterinarians. 
Community Health Assessment – so every three years we do a community health assessment 
that’s a book full of data individually by your zip codes.  It is a wealth of information.  I really think 
it should be used as your document to steering your programs.  It will talk about the obesity rates 
in your town, by zip code level who smokes and who doesn’t smoke, who had heart attacks who 
didn’t and so on and we’re in the middle of that right now and Andrea Whitmarsh is charging that 
battle and she’s showing you there that she’s in Step 5. 
Chronic disease prevention, we’re doing a senior survey.   We’re often in collaboration with our 
Office for the Aging folks and we’re going out to senior sites and doing a survey with them. 
Next is a telehealth survey, it’s not by us it’s done by New York State Department of Health we 
are encouraging people to do this telehealth survey to say it was helpful because a lot of those 
telehealth services were done under EU, emergency use and they are going to go away so people 
really found value in them right?  You can talk to your doctor, you don’t need to drive in from 
Minerva like people don’t need to drive but if the EU goes in the emergency use goes away for 
telehealth we’re going to be back to everybody having to drive to their doctor if that’s the case so 
the State of NY has put out this survey encouraging people to say, this was helpful and you should 
keep this in policy forever and not just do away with it. 
Public Health marketing and communication, this is a new title we used to call it Educational 
Outreach, we changed it to Public Health Marketing and Communication and again I talk to you 
about hiring a person as a community outreach communication specialist so we will be doing that. 
And next is Public Health emergency preparedness & response, just telling you that we have 
identified  cooling stations all throughout Essex County as heat rises they are local libraries, you 
can go to that link they will allow seniors, they will allow children, they allow people to go in, they 
put their name of a list of the State site saying they are Cooling Centers so you’re allowed to hand 
out there for a while during the day and cool down because they all  have air conditioning in them 
so pretty important and they were used last summer so good stuff. 
Our PHEPR Coordinator is our public health preparedness person, that is the stuff she did.  Family 
health – with all this moving and what not we lost everybody that was ever car seat certifiable and 
they recertified to putting car seats in and it’s really, quite an involved course and we certified two 
of our own Elizabeth Terry who has been with us and that’s Emily French and Emily works for 
WIC this is the first time we were able to successfully get a WIC candidate and just to give you 
an idea the connection there is, our WIC department last week met with Hudson Headwaters in 
Ticonderoga they have the largest amount of children, they are allowing them on the days that 
they see Pediatric practices to set up an office outside or right next door I’m sorry, within their unit 
a WIC get to know you and still be able to have car seats on site in case somebody needs them 
and refer these people to services getting them more connected to anyone of our services.  Our 
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WIC staff know every service in Essex County so this won’t be only if you need nutritional support 
but do you need all the other components and of course we’ll work with DSS and everybody else 
to make sure that our young moms are being supported so it’s a really great collaboration and the 
carrot on the stick is we have car seats and that’s how we got in the door so good stuff happening. 
And reproductive health our health educator Cassidy Christian from Schroon Lake, NY did attend 
four different schools this year we came into the system late, it was the end of Covid and we’re 
hoping to have her in every school next year Minerva, Schroon Lake, Ticonderoga and Boquet 
Valley took advantage of this.  This is a free service.  Cassidy pushes into the health class with 
evidence based practices and talks about reproductive health.  We used to be in every school 
and I will tell you when we’ve been pulled out and we stopped going teen pregnancy rates have 
gone up all across Essex County so do I want to say it’s because we weren’t’ there?  I don’t know?  
I’m just talking data.  So we’re going to get back in and get back to the grass roots of doing things.  
And then WIC – Krista Berger’s group always doing a great job.  I have pictures and she shared 
with me on Saturday, she was at WIC ‘n’ Pick she was bringing families out to pick vegetables, 
herbs, flowers throughout the summer.  So she’s made agreements, she signed off on this and 
this was at DaCy Meadow Farm, there were nine families, 31 people showed up Saturday.  That 
is unbelievable.  The people have such an amazing time and these are not just one and done we 
are going to have them all summer long at two different farms and it’s really connecting people to 
the produce that they make.  There were babies everywhere planting vegetables, to take home, 
seeing where milk comes from all of those things.  It’s the disconnect of America right?  So, really 
good stuff happening there and really these were grants from Adirondack Foundation not for a lot 
of money but really a huge impact on the amount of people they can reach. 
And next and my final thing is Children’s Services which is behind preschool which I often talk 
about is in crisis and I can’t say enough about Early Intervention.  Our biggest need is a speech 
pathologist.  I plan to work with Mr. Palmer to look and see if there is something we can do as in 
hiring one. We can bill for the services and see what the cost differential would be.  Early 
Intervention is a mandated service. We have always picked it up, we have an amount that we 
have budgeted over every year because it cost the county money.  It will cost the county more 
money when I am sending kids out of county to do all of these services or if we end up with a 
case in court because we are failing to provide those services.  Lucianna did secure an OT and 
a PT which is phenomenal news but we are not alone in this.  Children Services across New York 
State are really struggling but we are really struggling with the closing of the Children’s 
Development group, Schroon Lake is working with Mountain Lake Services to open up a 
preschool classroom and now it’s in the State’s hands, they’ve submitted all their documents and 
we’ll see what happens.  I have no more game in that. We’ve done everything we can so that’s 
that.   
 
WILSON:  Anything for Linda? 
 
HUGHES:  Who’s asking for the $41,000 per child rate? 
 
BEERS:  That’s Mountain Lake Services, so Mountain Lake Services is working with Schroon 
Lake just to give you an idea Beekmantown is at $38,000 and they’ve had five inclusion class 
rooms going for several years so that rate is what is and should be.  I don’t know what the public 
school rate is for a kid for a year but that’s probably right on par just so you know.  It shows quite 
honestly, pretty clearly why it’s not sustainable for children’s development group for the rate that 
was given and not added on later. 
 
WILSON:  Anything else?  Thank you Linda.  Alright, Office for the Aging, Krissy Leerkes. 
 
LEERKES:  Good morning.  I’m going to be very short and sweet unless you have questions.   It’s 
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farmer’s market coupon season so the schedule is on the back for all of our locations.  Hopefully 
you have been contacted by one of my staff with the flyers specifically for your township so they’ll 
be out whether it’s in your town hall or a congregate site, the Visitors Center at the Farmer’s 
market itself there will be no coupons this year a few changes.  In the past the coupon books were 
only for $20, this year they finally after I think as long as I’ve been here they’ve only been $20 
now they’ve increased to $25 and that’s really been a great addition to the folks that we’ve already 
handed them out to they’ve been very excited because they want to access more produce.  That’s 
really only the update except for, we I know Linda mentioned that she was hiring.  We do have 
one open position in the office.  Applications are accepted until tomorrow so any of your 
constituents you think would be a great fit and would love to come to work with me encourage 
them to apply. 
 
HUGHES:  Good morning.  Just a quick question, I noticed that Essex was not on that list.  Is that 
because we’ve failed in the past or because the approximately to Willsboro is just more 
agriculture? 
 
LEERKES:  So, a combination of both.  It has failed in the past.  A lot of older adults in your 
community don’t meet the financial income criteria however, Celeste who covers your community 
does really good outreach and even though this is a schedule, if an individual lacks transportation 
or has a barrier to get to us, we will easily do a home visit if due to Covid they are concerned they 
are concerned having somebody from outside their household or family coming in we can mail 
them the eligibility form and they can send it back to us and then we’ll pop the coupons in the mail 
so there’s a lot of different avenues but if that is something you would like us to revisit absolutely 
we would do so. 
 
HUGHES: If it’s working for the overall mechanism then I wouldn’t push the issue.  I just was 
looking for some more of the historic context and you provided that, thank you.  I appreciate it. 
 
WILSON: Anything else for Krissy?  Alright thank you very much.   
 
LEERKES:  Thank you. 
 
WILSON:  Anything else for this committee?  Alright we are adjourned and we’re going to have 
solid waste here in about five, six minutes. Thank you. 
 
 As there was no further discussion to come before this Human Services committee it was 
adjourned at 11:35 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judith Garrison, Clerk  
Board of Supervisors  


